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Ovarian ageing

The human species can be considered as relatively
infertile (Viudes-de-Castro and Vicente, 1997; Moce
et al., 2005). The average monthly fecundity rate of
about 20% implies that among human couples trying
to conceive many exposure months may be needed
to achieve their goal (Evers, 2002). It has also been
long known that with increasing chronologic age,
 female fecundity – the ability to produce offspring –
decreases. This knowledge is based on studies in-
volving both natural historical (Spira, 1988; Wood,
1989) and contemporary populations (Abma et al.,
1997), as well as on studies of age dependent success
rates in Assisted Reproduction Technology (ART)
(Nyboe et al., 2009; Templeton et al., 1996; Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention, 2007).
The age related female infertility (Stephen and

Chandra, 2006; Noord-Zaadstra et al., 1991) is
mainly based on changes in ovarian reserve. Ovarian
reserve can be defined as the number and quality of
the remaining follicles and oocytes in both ovaries

at a given age. Decline in follicle numbers dictates
the occurrence of irregular cycles and menopause,
while quality decay of the oocytes results in decreas-
ing fertility, defined as the capacity to conceive and
give birth to a child (te Velde and Pearson, 2002)
(Figure 1). 
There is substantial individual variation in the

onset of menopause, varying roughly between 40
and 60 years, with a mean age of 51 (Morabia and
Costanza, 1998; Thomas et al., 2001). Along the
same pattern, the rate of decline in fertility may vary
considerably between women of the same age. This
implies that a woman at the age of 35 either may be
close to natural sterility or have a fertility compara-
ble to a 25 year old woman (Broekmans et al., 2004;
te Velde and Pearson, 2002; Eijkemans et al., 2005)
(Figure 2).
The insights into the process of ovarian ageing

imply that for ovarian reserve testing prior to ART,
female age remains the predictor of first choice. The
availability of a test capable of providing reliable in-
formation regarding a woman’s individual ovarian
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reserve within a certain age category would enable
the clinician to provide an individually tailored treat-
ment plan. For instance, in older women the finding
of a high ovarian reserve may justify the decision to
allow ART treatment, while in young women with
exhausted reserve either early application, refusal of
ART or choosing for egg donation could be the con-
sequence. 

Ovarian reserve testing prior to IVF

The first notice on ovarian reserve assessment prior
to starting IVF was published in 1988. FSH levels in
the early follicular phase appeared related to stimu-

lation response and outcome of IVF treatment
(Muasher et al., 1988). Soon thereafter, the predic-
tive role for basal FSH in IVF treatment was further
confirmed by Scott et al. (Scott et al., 1989), who
stated that cycle day three FSH levels predicted preg-
nancy outcome and stimulation characteristics in
IVF, and might be useful in counselling patients. In
the two decades thereafter, a large body of additional
work was published, showing that several other cycle
day 3 parameters, such as Inhibin B, the antral folli-
cle count (AFC) and antimullerian hormone (AMH)
were capable of predicting ovarian responsiveness,
and, to a much lesser extent, the outcome of IVF in
terms of pregnancy (Seifer et al., 1997; Seifer et al.,
2002; Tomas et al., 1997). Tests that challenged the
cohort of FSH sensitive follicles in various ways had
equal predictive capacity to predict response and out-
come compared to basal tests, and thus failed to
achieve wide application (Loumaye et al., 1990;
Winslow et al., 1991; Fanchin et al., 1994; Hendriks
et al., 2005a; Hendriks et al., 2005b; Hendriks et al.,
2006). 
Ovarian reserve can be considered normal in

 conditions where stimulation by exogenous gonado -
tropins results in the retrieval of some 6-14 healthy
oocytes at follicle puncture (Fasouliotis et al., 2000;
Popovic-Todorovic et al., 2003b;  Nargund et al.,
2007). With such a yield the chances of producing a
live birth through IVF are considered optimal (van
der Gaast et al., 2006). In addition to the number of
recruitable follicles (a reflection of the ovarian re-
serve status), follicle sensitivity to FSH as well as
the pharmacokinetics of FSH determine a woman’s

Fig. 1. — Quantitative (solid line) and qualitative (dotted line) decline of the ovarian follicle
pool, which is assumed to dictate the onset of the important reproductive events (Graph was
drawn after Hansen and de Bruin (Hansen et al., 2008; de Bruin et al., 2001).

Fig. 2. — Variations in age at the occurrence of specific stages
of ovarian ageing. For explanation of the background of data,
see te Velde and Pearson (te Velde  and Pearson, 2002). Adapted
from te Velde and Pearson (2002).
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ovarian response to stimulation (Karlsson et al.,
1998; Karlsson et al., 1997). The dose of FSH used
may therefore be a factor of importance, although
the therapeutic range of this compound seems quite
narrow. Higher doses of FSH may lead to higher
numbers of oocytes retrieved in younger patients
(Out et al., 2001), but not in all studies (Harrison et
al., 2001). Such an approach will certainly fail in
older women (Yong et al., 2003) or in women ex-
pected to have a poor response to stimulation based
on an abnormal ovarian reserve test (Klinkert, 2005).
With currently applied dose levels of exogenous FSH
(150-450 IU) stimulation of the ovaries will be max-
imal in virtually 100% of cases.
The preferred outcome of OR test prediction stud-

ies would be live birth after a series of ART cycles
in order to express of a couple’s fertility potential.
Other outcome measures (especially oocyte yield or
follicle number and pregnancy after one IVF/ICSI
cycle) are in fact the most common. However, ovar-
ian reserve tests mainly relate to the size of the fol-
licle cohort that is at any time responsive to FSH.
The antral follicle count (AFC) assessed by trans-
vaginal ultrasonography provides direct visual as-
sessment of the cohort (Hendriks et al., 2005), while
the endocrine markers anti mullerian hormone
(AMH) and inhibin B are released products from the
antral follicle pool (Broekmans et al., 2006; Seifer
et al., 1997; Seifer, MacLaughlin et al., 2002). Basal
FSH provides a more indirect marker, as it reflects a
reduced feedback from the antral follicle pool as it
becomes smaller in size. It goes without saying that
the focus on quantity prohibits high expectations on
the relation to oocyte quality and pregnancy as out-
come.
Ovarian reserve test evaluation should imply the

assessment of predictive accuracy and clinical value
of the test. Predictive accuracy refers to the degree
by which the outcome condition (pregnancy or poor
response) is predicted correctly. Summary statistics
of accuracy include sensitivity (rate of correct
 identification of cases with e.g. poor response) and
specificity (rate of correct identification of cases
without poor response) (Deeks, 2001; Grimes and
Schulz, 2005). Using the sensitivity and specificity
for a range of cut off levels a Receiver Operating
Characteristic curve can be drawn and area under
this curve calculated to represent the overall pre -
dictive accuracy of the test. Values of 1.0 imply
 perfect and 0.5 indicate completely absent discrimi-
nation. 
Assessment of the clinical value is a complex

process through which the applicability in daily
practice should become clear. The overall accuracy
represented by the ROC curve, the choice of a cut
off for abnormality, the rate of abnormal tests at that

cut off, the post test probability of disease (i.e., poor
response or non-pregnancy), the valuation of false
positive and false negative test results and the con-
sequence for patient management of an abnormal
test will all contribute to the process of deciding
whether a test is useful or not. An overall estimate
of test quality is the positive likelihood ratio, which
describes the chance of an abnormal test over a
 normal test in the case of non pregnancy or poor re-
sponse. The cost of carrying out the test as a  routine
measure and the burden to the patient, balanced
against the reduction in costs by excluding cases
with low pregnancy prospects need also to be incor-
porated in the decision process. Finally, clinical
value may also be influenced by valuation from
 patients and health insurance preference regarding
the consequences that should be drawn from abnor-
mal tests (Mol et al., 2006). 
One aspect of clinical value deserves special

 attention. Ovarian reserve tests are mostly used as a
diagnostic test, indicating that in case of an abnormal
test result the diagnosis diminished ovarian reserve
is made (Levi et al., 2001; Scott Jr. and Hofmann,
1995). In fact, ovarian reserve tests may better be
considered as screening tests, where an abnormal test
necessitates confirmation by another test. This other
test may for instance be a first IVF attempt where
ovarian response to maximal stimulation is the
 additional test. Alternatively, combinations of inde-
pendently predictive tests or repeating of the  initial
test could improve the diagnostic performance of the
single test (Bancsi et al., 2002; Bancsi et al., 2004a;
Bancsi et al., 2004b; van Rooij et al.,
2002; Ng et al., 2000; Popovic-Todorovic et al.,
2003b).
In several systematic reviews in the last decade

the true value of ovarian reserve tests for clinical
practice has been debated (Bancsi et al., 2003;
Broekmans et al., 2006; Broer et al., 2009; Hendriks
et al., 2007; Verhagen et al., 2008). Especially, the
limited capacity of OR tests to discriminate between
pregnant and non pregnant women and the lack of
knowledge on the added value of OR tests upon
knowing the female’s age have been reason not to
advocate OR testing as routine test prior to IVF. 
Ovarian reserve research has mainly focussed on

the explanation and prediction of poor responses and
low pregnancy outcome in assisted reproduction
technology (ART) treatment. A hyper response to
ovarian stimulation, however, also represents an con-
tinuous challenge for the clinician. Cycle cancella-
tion at any stage in hyperresponders is often
necessary to eliminate the risk of developing the
ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome (OHSS), a po-
tentially life threatening condition. Also, the interest
in milder stimulation protocols, that lead to lower
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costs, patient burden and complications (Heijnen et
al., 2007; Polinder et al., 2007), urges for the avail-
ability of reliable markers of hyper response. Finally,
hyper response to ovarian stimulation is more and
more considered as a condition in which low quality
or immature oocyes are added to a basal number of
best quality oocytes (Kok et al., 2006).
Factors that are classically associated with hyper-

response and OHSS are lean habitus, young age,
presence of multiple antral follicles, and the presence
of the polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS). The pre-
diction of hyper response from prior tests like basal
FSH, AMH or the AFC has shown to be quite inac-
curate or at least inconsistent (Seifer et al., 2002; van
Rooij et al., 2002; Nelson et al., 2007; Ng et al.,

2000; Lee et al., 2008; Tremellen et al., 2005).
 Currently, no definite strategies on management in
case of a predicted hyper response based on such
prior test are known, although FSH dose reduction
would be the logical step (Olivennes et al., 2009).
Prevention of hyper response therefore is based on
patient profiles, like very young age and the presence
of the PCO Syndrome, as well as the general use of
modest dosing schemes not exceeding 200 IU in first
cycles.

ORT accuracy and clinical value

The findings in a series of systematic reviews of the
existing literature (Bancsi et al., 2003; Broekmans
et al., 2006; Broer et al., 2008; Hendriks et al., 2005;
Hendriks et al., 2007; Verhagen et al., 2008) have
demonstrated that several tests have good capacity
to predict poor responders to ovarian hyper stimula-
tion for IVF. The areas under the receiver operator
characteristic curve (AUC-ROC) for baseline FSH,
and especially the AFC and AMH, indicate that the
overall accuracy is sufficient (Figure 3, (AUC-ROC:
> 0.70). 
For instance, if the prevalence of poor response

was set at 20% and the cut off chosen at a positive
likelihood ratio (ie. the chance of an abnormal test
over a normal test in poor responders) level of at
least 6 (indicating an overall good test), an abnormal
AFC would indicate a post-test probability of poor
ovarian response of around 67%. This would make
the AFC test a clinically valuable test, especially as
an abnormal test result would be found in 12% of
patients. The same has shown to be true for AMH,
where comparable levels for post test probability and
abnormal test rate were observed as for the AFC. The
choice for either of these two tests is mainly directed
by practical issues, like availability and stability of
the AMH assay and the possibilities for standardised
use of ultrasound based follicle counting (Broek-
mans et al., 2009). In contrast, for FSH, a positive
LR of 6 and over would imply a post-test likelihood
of poor response of about 67%, but at such high cut
off levels that abnormal tests would occur in only 3%
of patients.
From the reviews, the predictive ability towards

pregnancy after one IVF cycle appeared only mar-
ginal for all the tests, as the area under the ROC
curve remained very close to the non discriminative
value of 0.50. Only with extreme cut offs for an ab-
normal test some non pregnant cases were predicted
correctly, without too many false positives. At such
cut off levels the rate of abnormal tests is very low
(� 2%).
Recent literature has focused on the added value

of ovarian reserve tests to the information of female

Fig. 3. — Example of ovarian reserve test performance (AFC,
AMH and FSH) showing receiver operator characteristic (ROC)
curves for the prediction of poor response (upper panel) and non
pregnancy (lower panel) in IVF. Data were based on a series of
meta-analyses on ovarian reserve tests (Broekmans et al., 2006;
Broer et al., 2009).
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age, although reports on the univariate prediction
from OR tests seem quite hard to eliminate (Maseelall
et al., 2009). The relation between age and live birth
in ART programs is strong, although it remains diffi-
cult to decide at which age level the prospects for
pregnancy have become poor enough to advice
against or refuse treatment. Adding information from
OR tests would help the chance prediction to be indi-
vidualised. Recent work by Scott (Scott Jr et al.,
2008) has attempted to define age specific cut off
 levels for basal FSH to predict failure to achieve live
birth. It appeared that useful cut offs per age class
could only be identified at threshold values where the
live birth rates were under 2%. At such, high (15-
18 IU/l), cut off levels the percentage of abnormal test
results appeared to be only 1.6%. Also, in the range
of FSH results under 12 IU/l, the added predictive
value upon female age has demonstrated to be only
marginal, so that lower than extreme cut offs will
make the test useless, in spite of more abnormal tests
obtained (Henne et al., 2008; Sun et al., 2008). 
In general, therefore, ovarian reserve testing prior

to starting ART treatment should be regarded useful
only if the occurrence of poor response to ovarian
stimulation is to be predicted and with the assump-
tion that this foreseen poor response can be effec-
tively prevented with improvement of pregnancy
chances (Nelson et al., 2009). However, even a nor-
malized response to ovarian stimulation may not
alter the prognosis regarding the chances of preg-
nancy (Land et al., 1996). Several studies have
shown that in observed poor responders in a first IVF
cycle no clear benefit can be expected from various
changes in management like increasing the dosage
(Hoveyda et al., 2002), applying co-medication, or
changing the approach of the GnRH agonist admin-
istration (Tarlatzis et al., 2003; Klinkert, 2005;
Shanbhag et al., 2007; Kyrou et al., 2009; Kolibia-
nakis et al., 2009; Mochtar et al., 2007). This implies
that a prior prediction of poor response is to be con-
sidered useless, unless this prediction would identify
cases with a poor response due to FSH under dosing
related to obesity or FSH receptor polymorphisms. 
In cases without signs of ovarian ageing the use

of a prediction model for ovarian response to FSH,
containing the AFC, ovarian volume, power Doppler
score, female age and smoking habit, was developed
for individualization of the FSH dose from the first
cycle onwards (Popovic-Todorovic et al., 2003b). To
test whether this FSH dosage score performs well in
predicting ovarian response, a randomized trial com-
pared ovarian response in women assigned either to
an individual dose of FSH based on her score, or a
‘standard’ dose of 150 IU/day (Popovic-Todorovic
et al., 2003a; Popovic-Todorovic et al., 2004).
Women in the individual dose group had a higher

proportion of appropriate ovarian response than
women in the standard dose group. Even ongoing
pregnancy rates were higher in the individualized
compared to the standard dose group and dose ad-
justments were less frequently necessary than in the
standard dose group. Whether the increased occur-
rence of pregnancies had been obtained from dose
reduced or dose increased (predicted poor responder)
cases was not made clear. Further research on the
issue of patient tailored dosing and its possible ben-
eficial effects upon pregnancy rates needs to be
awaited to see whether poor responders due to other
factors than ovarian ageing indeed will benefit from
adapted treatment schedules (Olivennes et al., 2009).  

First cycle poor response

Testing for ovarian reserve may also be possible by
using the quantity of the ovarian response to maxi-
mal ovarian stimulation in the first ART cycle. The
assumption would be that the antral follicles visible
at transvaginal ultrasound will all grow into domi-
nance with the use of dosages of exogenous FSH of
150 IU daily or over. Support for this comes from
studies where the number of oocytes appeared cor-
related to the number of antral follicles (Hansen et
al., 2003; Hsieh et al., 2001; Lorusso et al., 2007).
A poor response to stimulation, defined as a low
number of mature follicles developed or oocytes
 obtained after a conventional long GnRH agonist
suppression protocol, will generally be interpreted
as a proof of diminished ovarian reserve and reduced
prognosis for pregnancy. Cycle cancellation to a
standard IVF stimulation will predict a poor re-
sponse in a subsequent cycle more accurately than
classical ovarian reserve tests (Penarrubia et al.,
2005). Also, poor responders experience an earlier
transition into menopause compared to normal re-
sponders, confirming the relation between response
and subsequent fertility potential. 
Still, a poor response may also be caused by

 conditions like sub maximal stimulation in obese
women, the presence of a FSH receptor polymor-
phism or simply by chance. In such poor responders,
the prospects in the actual and subsequent cycles are
not so unfavourable that refusal of treatment is
 justified (Popovic-Todorovic et al., 2003a; Popovic-
Todorovic et al., 2003b). The same seems to be true
for poor responders of younger age as has been
shown from several studies (Lashen et al., 1999).
Only if a poor response occurs in cases with an un-
favourable additional profile (female age over 38, ab-
normal ovarian reserve test, repeated poor response)
does prognosis for subsequent cycles becomes cum-
bersome enough for further denial of treatment
(Vladimirov et al., 2005; Baka et al., 2006; Zhen et
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al., 2008; Lawson et al., 2003; de Boer et al., 2003;
Klinkert et al., 2004). 
The best policy for IVF cases therefore could be

the unrestricted entry into IVF treatment, without
prior testing. The occurrence of a poor response to

stimulation would then urge for a further classifica-
tion: can the response be classified as expected or
unexpected in view of female age or the result of an
ovarian reserve test. Expected poor responders could
then be counselled for further refraining from treat-
ment and egg donation, unexpected poor responders
may still have reasonable prospects in subsequent
cycles and benefit from the use of a higher FSH stim-
ulation dosage (Popovic-Todorovic et al., 2003a;
Popovic-Todorovic et al., 2003b) (Figure 4). 
The true challenge for ovarian reserve tests lies in

the possibility of identifying women with a reduced
reproductive lifespan at such a stage in their lives
that adequate action can be taken. In such test the
preferable outcome variable to judge the test upon is
the age at which a woman will become menopausal.
The relation between menopausal age and the end of
natural fertility has been hypothesized to be fixed (te
Velde and Pearson, 2002). If a test existed that
 adequately predicts age at menopause, then adequate
prevention of at least age related infertility would
 become reality.

Summary

From the overview on ovarian reserve testing pro-
vided, two main points of attention can be deduced.
First, the routine use of ORTs prior to starting ART
can not be justified, as clear therapeutic options in
cases with anticipated low response are lacking.
 Second, a first IVF attempt poor responder without
signs of advanced ovarian ageing does not bear a
poor prognosis and may benefit from adapted treat-
ment schedules in subsequent cycles.
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